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Participating Drivers: (Front Row) Bruce Ranger Joe Schwind, John Hogan, Ed Lohmeyer, Leigh Fitch. (Standing) Dude 
Goodblood, Tom Harmer, Don Richards, Herve Filion, Steve Warrington, Ted Wing, Walter Case, Jr.
NORTH AMERICAN DRIVERS COMPETE AT LEWISTON RACEWAY
Bob and Jean Ferland have suc­
cessfully put another North 
American Driving Championship 
together. This year Steve 
Warrington was warmly received in 
the winners circle by friends and rel­
atives after a victory in the twelfth 
race aboard Bush Pilot, owned by 
Lance Nye.
Each year Lewiston Raceway hon­
ors one of the invited champions. On 
April 2 it was Herve Filion who 
received the well deserved laurels. 
This year he set a single season 
record with 798 wins. He has also 
amassed an amazing 11,339 trips to 
the winners circle during his career. 
To top off the day he finished 
second in the Drivers’ Final with 
P.H. Colin.
Walter Case Jr., who has been set­
ting a statistical record throughout 
the winter meet, was first in qualify­
ing points for the final, but landed 
eighth when they crossed the wire.
This Drivers Championship race 
gave patrons the opportunity to see 
some of the nation’s top reinsmen in 
action. They responded on this 
sunny Sunday afternoon with
a total parim utuel handle o f 
$305,344.
Lewiston Raceway starts their 
Early C losing Series on April 
28 as the “Royalty Pacing Series”
fets underway for non—winners of 15,000 in 1988 with a purse o f 
$2,000 and a $7,000 final.
BY JEAN EMERSON
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
April 1 -  North American Series -  Rosecroft Raceway April 15 -
April 1 -  Submit stall applications for Scarborough Downs April 15 -
April 8 -  Eliminations for Floridian at Pompano Park
April 9 -  Mixed Spring Sale at the Meadowlands April 15 -
April 9 -  North American Series -  Brandywine Raceway
April 14 -  Florida Breeders Meeting at Pompano Clubhouse -  lun- April 16 -
cheon at noon April 23 -
April 15 -  Mass. Sire Stakes -  three year hold sustaining fee due -
$200 April 29 -
North American Series -  The Meadowlands
$125,000 Floridian Pace for three year olds at Pompano
Park
New Jersey Sire Stakes -  two and three year old sus­
taining payments due
U.S.H.WJV. Awards Banquet at the Meadowlands 
Florida Chapter of Harness Writers Awards Banquet 
and Crystal Lake C.C.
Freestate Standardbred Sale -  Timonium Md.
News Flash! Foxboro Lease in Works...(story on Page 2)
April 1989
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Foxboro Update
Word comes via the Boston Herald that U.S.T.A. Director Paul 
Fontaine, as advisor and spokesman, is representing a group, unnamed 
to date, that is working to reopen Foxboro Raceway with a three year 
lease and options for one year continuances at a rate of $650,000 per 
year. It is reported that this is a legitimate group with the necessary 
financial backing and a commitment to a top facility. There is a chance of 
a reopening as early as July.
Watch your local newspaper as this should make headlines.
Serving the Standardbred Sport in New Engiand
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
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The directors and officers of the Maine 
Harness Horsemen's Association are ex­
tremely pleased to announce the resolution 
of our negotiation difficulties with Scarbo­
rough Downs' management and the signing 
of what we believe to be the best contract 
ever on behalf of Maine horsemen and 
women.
For our part, any antagonism that arose 
during long and difficult bargaining is be­
hind us and with this contract in place we 
believe that Maine is going to have its finest 
racing season ever in 1989.
For those of you who have raced in Maine 
in the past, please come again. For those of 
you who have not, we expect our purses to 
be at record levels with ample opportunities 
for all classes to race, so "com e on up."
Directors and Officers
Maine Harness Horsemen's Association
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Obituaries
MANON N. ROBINSON SR.
Manon N. Robinson Sr. of Greenwood, Delaware died Friday, February 10, 
1989, in Milford Memorial Hospital from complications of a stroke. He was 
68 years old.
^Manny” was well known as a harness horse driver and trainer on the 
Eastern Seaboard since 1946. Throughout the 50’s and 60’s he was among 
the leading drivers at many tracks including: Foxboro, Hinsdale, 
Rockingham, Saratoga, Pompano, Harrington, Dover, Brandywine and 
Freehold. He also campaigned in Maine at Lewiston, Bangor, Scarborough 
and the old Gorham track.
During his career he set many track records and earned several driving 
championship titles. At Freehold, in the early 60’s, he won five consecutive 
races on a limited card, just one shy of the world record. Manny ended that 
season as leading driver and was referred to as the “Iron Man” of Freehold.
At the time of his death he had a stable stationed at Harrington and was 
working the Delaware circuit.
During World War II Manny served heroically throughout the South 
Pacific and was wounded three times. Among his citations were the Silver 
Star, the Purple Heart, the Presidential Citation and the South Pacific 
Ribbon with two major Battle Stars.
He is survived by his wife, Ann Robinson; a son, Manon Robinson Jr.; and 
a daughter, Phyllis Kohel. Also, his brother, William Robinson Sr.; three sis­
ters: Lillian Redmond, Willmina Pierson, and Harriet Tanier; and five 
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held in Middletown, Delaware and burial was corw 
ducted at Tbwnsend Cemetery. m
JOHN HENRY HULL
John Henry Hull. 68, died March 7th after a lengthy illness. He was bom 
in Hinsdale, H.H. and operated a farm in Brattleboro, Vt. “Big John” as he 
was known in Maine, also trained harness race horses. His trotter, Hay 
Avenger, is recognized as one of the top performers in Maine, where he 
trained for a number of summers. The John Henry Hull Memorial Race is 
planned for this fall at the Rochester Fairgrounds.
Among achievements Hull who served in World War II was wounded and 
received the Silver Star.
He was a member of the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
Disabled American Vets, Maine Harness Horseman’s Association and the 
U.S.T.A.
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Maine’s Gold Standard
MY BILL FORWOOD
A Great Racehorse and a Superb Sire
Who Passes on...
...Size, Conformation, and SPEED!
It’s A Privilege To Own A  
MY BILL FORWOOD 
Filly or Colt
Breedings To This Stakes-Producing 
Stallion Are Strictly Limited As His 
Book Is About To Be Closed.
Please contact im m ediately:
Marilyn Branagan 
CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM 
Greene, Me. Tel. 207-246-56286
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Maine S.P.H.O. Awards 
Banquet
Our second annual S.P.H.O. Crommie, Res.: O.H. Acres, Thor 
Awards dinner was held February 18 (Ziggy) with Dierdre Behuniak 
in Hollis. The “star” of the evening Novice English Pleasure:
was Erin Crommie who rode Bucky Contessa Theresa with Karen 
T. to National champion as well as Bonnell
State champion. They did an out- Novice W estern Pleasure:
standing job this past year. Meadowbranch Adam with Jane,
The drill team members were Littlefield, Res.: Reckoning with 
given special recognition for all their Harold Grey
hard work last year and plans are Junior Exhibitor: Erin Crommie 
already under way for performances and Bucky T., Res.: Dierdre Behun- 
this year. iak with Ziggy and Larry’s Image
Our guest of honor was Mr. Robert Gymkhana: Bucky T. and Erin 
Shumway, president o f Maine Crommie, Res.: O.H. Acres, Thor 
Harness Horsemen, and he assured with Dierdre Behuniak 
us o f his continuing support o f Driving: Bucky T. with Erin 
S.P.H.O. Crommie
The following Maine year end Halter: Kimberly Blaze with 
awards were presented as well as Robyn Cuffey 
national awards. 4—H Award: Dierdre Behuniak
Trail: Lib’s Jim Dandy with Ann Bucky T. was High Point Maine 
Libby, Res.: Commandate, with champion with Contessa Theresa 
Sandi Woods and Karen Bonnell receiving reserve
Versatility: Bucky T. with Erin Maine champion.
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S.RH.O. National Champion, BUCKY T., and owner Erin Crommie.
S.RH.O. News
BUCKY T. -  If His Friends Could See Him  Now!
If Bucky’s friends could see him 
now they would surely never believe 
it. He and twelve year old Erin 
Crommie were awarded the National 
Standardbred Pleasure Horse 
Organization Cham pionship for 
1988.
Retired by Bob and Helen Gossom 
of Cumberland, Maine four years 
ago, Buck has had a very active 
“retirement” with the Crommie fami­
ly of Windham, Maine. Last year 
Bucky and Erin worked hard and 
tried a little bit o f everything
including driving, barrel racing, 
equitation, showmanship and jump­
ing. This team also won the S.P.H.O. 
National Versatility Award, and 
Erin won the National Youth 
Award. What will these two tackle 
next7
NOTICE: Maine S.P.H.O. is look­
ing for sponsors for their annual 
Standardbred show June 11 in 
Hollis, Maine. Fifteen dollars ($15) 
will sponsor one class. Send to 
Maine S.P.H.O., RFD3, P.O. Box 393, 
Gorham, Maine 04038.
i--------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------1
j S.P.H.O. Horse Show Sponsor Form j
| Name:____________________________________
! Address: _____________________
Phone:
At $15 per class, I would like to sponsor_______ classes.
Enclosed is $ _______ Total
SIGNED___________________________
RETURN TO: Me. S.P.H.O., R.F.D. 3, Box 393, Gorham, ME 04038 !
i j
Harness Horse Youth 
Foundation News
The annual excitement of the har­
ness horse youth foundation’s stal­
lion auction has died down, the 
winners and losers and farms have 
been notified, and the trustees of the 
foundation are feeling proud and 
happy that more stallions than ever 
were included in the 19898 auction 
and that more money was raised. 
The auction, conducted by mail and 
with confidentiality for all bids, is 
the Youth Foundation’s sole fun­
d-raising activity.
Steve Wolf, chairman of the auc­
tion committee, reports that 165 
stallions from 12 states and two 
Canadian provinces were available 
for bidding in 1989, as compared to 
107 in 1988 and 86 in 1987. This 
year, there was a stallion in every 
price range and every geographical 
region, from Canada and Maine on 
the north to Florida and Alabama on 
the south and Indiana and Illinois in 
the west. The east coast was, as 
always, well represented, with 23 
stallions from New Jersey and 13 
from New York.
The big winner in the 
num ber-of-stallions sweepstakes 
was Ohio, where 50 of the state’s 
finest were available for bidding. 
The most popular stallion in the auc­
tion, Tucson Hanover, is based in 
Ohio; he received 25 bids. Second 
most popular was the first=year sire,
BY CHARLOTTE MAURER
Albert Albert, in New Jersey; 22 
breeders sent bids on him. other 
much sought after horses were Laag, 
in New Jersey, and Call for Rain, in 
New York.
The total value of stallion services 
contributed to the action in 1989 was 
$322,600, up from $256, 150 in 1988. 
One hundred and six horses had 
winning bids accepted by the breed­
ing farm where the stallion stands, jjr 
compared to 72 last year.
Margot Taylor, president of the 
Youth Foundation, extends the 
heartfelt thanks of the Board of 
Trustees to all the stallion owners, 
lessees, or syndicate share holders 
who contributed breedings, and most 
particularly to all the harness horse 
people who made bids. Without bid­
ders, the auction would not succeed, 
and it was gratifying to see the 
increased level of interest this year 
and to receive a much higher num­
ber of bids.
The money raised by the stallion 
auction goes to support the Youth 
Foundation’s program of summer 
day camps, which introduce young 
people to harness racing, as well as 
4-H Standardbred programs, sum­
mer internships in the HHYF office, 
publication of the Eouine School and 
College Directory and Studying the 
Standardbred, and college scholar­
ships.
Editor's Note— Charlotte Maurer 
personally thanks all the Maine 
breeders, both those who contributed 
stallions and those who bid. We had 
11 Maine stallions and got bids on 
six o f them, which I think is pretty 
good for the first year. More good 
horses are going into the state all the
time, and I hope to have an even bet­
ter representation, and lots more 
bidders, next year.
We are definitely going to have a 
harness horse youth camp at Bangor 
Raceway in July.
More info will
follow as soon as the details are set.
I S S * * *
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Proudly presents its 1989 Stallions
BEST JEFFREY BRET'S CHAMP
(Best Of All — Shadydale Frisky)
1986 and 1986 Maine Stallion o f the Year.
Sire o f WALTZ ON JEFF p.2, 2:01.3h - 3, l:58.1h. Fastest 
fdaine-sired colt ever. Also sired '88 two-year-old Maine 
Stakes-winning filly LAVISH CATHY, $14,000 in 12 starts. 
Served full book o f 40 mares in 1987 and 35 manres in 
1988. His foals are always com petitive in the Stakes.
Service Fee: $900 (live foal)
BEST JEFFREY p.2, 2:003f - 3, 1:59. - 4, 1:57.4 $190,000
(Bret Hanover — Victory Light)
Has sired 69 pacers in 2:00 and 264 in 2:05 out o f 336 
starters with a number o f Grand Circuit perform ers.
This proven  sire is the fast son  o f the great BRET 
HANOVER p. 1:53.3, the sire o f 31 in 1:55 and 467 in 2:00 
w ith  w inners o f $55,883,692 in clu d in g  161 $100,000 
winners through 1987.
Service Fee: $1,000 (live foal)
BRET’S CHAMP p .3 ,1:55.4 $270,515
BREEDERS PLEASE NOTE!
Lavish Acres is pleased to announce the...
"Best Jeffrey Cup Race"
for the foals o f m ares bred to this stallion only 
in 1989. These tw o-year-olds of 1992 w ill race for 
a purse of $5,000 to be contested at som e tim e 
during that year, not to interfere w ith Stakes
races.
For further details contact:
Basil K ellis or Frank W ithee
LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine
'Visitors Always Welcome!n 
For Booking contracts call:
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE
(Speedy Crown — Burger Queen)
His first crop  in 1988 included Quick Speed, m ultiple 
Maine Stakes winner. WITSEND’S TRIBUTE is a half 
b ro th e r  to BURGOM EISTER 3,1:56.3 $435,411
Hambletonian winner.
Service Fee: $500 (live foal)
Frank Withee, Farm Manager 
Tel. 207/946-5388
Basil Kellis, Owner 
Tel. 207/324-2841
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MONTH/TRACK DATE DATE DATE DATE
JULY
Bangor Raceway 13/3 T 14/3 FP 15/3 CP
Bangor Raceway 19/2 T 
2 CP
20/3 T 
2 FP
21/3 FP 22/3 CP
Scarborough Downs 25/2 T 
2 CP
26/3 T 
2 FP
27/3 FP 28/3 CP
AUGUST
Skowhegan Extended 1/2 T 
2 CP
2/3 T 
2 FP
3/3 FP 4/3 CP
Topsham Fair 7/2 T 
2 CP
8/2 FP
Northern Maine Fair 10/3 T 
3 FP
11/3 CP
Scarborough Downs 15/2 T 
2 CP
16/3 T 
2 FP
17/3 FP 18/3 CP
Scarborough Downs 22/2 T 
2 CP
23/2 FP
Union Fair 24/3 T 
3 FP
25/3 CP
Windsor Fair 29/2 T 
2 CP
30/3 T 
2 FP
31/3 FP 9-1 /3 CP
SEPTEMBER
Scarborough Downs 4/2 T 
2 CP
6/3 T 
2 FP
7/3 FP 8/3 CP
2 YEAR OLD FINALS
Scarborough Downs Friday, September 22 & Saturday, September 23
Farmington Fair 20/3 T 
3 FP
21/3 CP
Cumberland Fair 27/3 T 28/3 FP 29/3 CP
OCTOBER
Fryeburg Fair 4/3 T 5/3 FP 6/3 CP
3 YEAR OLD FINALS
Lewiston Raceway Saturday, October 14 & Sunday, October 15
T = TROTTERS FP = FILLY PACERS CP = COLT PACERS
□
□
□
□
□
i
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NORTH CAROLINA
Two Year Olds In Training
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SUFFOLK STAR, two year old colt by MR. SUFFOLK, with Gordon 
Corey. ....... . ......................................... .....■,.................. rrw
G.M. SPRING, two year old filly by SPRINGFEST, with Gordon 
Corey for owner Bill Thoms.
Little River Training Center P in e h lir s t  N 6 W S
Gordon Corey Stable 
AIlison Hynes, Assistant
2 year olds
Chet Liner b g (Romano Hanover-Bit of Chocolate)
Gary Moore, David Higgins, Reggie Lamb 
G.M. Spring b f  (Springfest-Glinka Marvel)
William Thoms
Camden Hills Kash b g (Trusty Dream-Bets Kash) 
Jeffrey Dow
Night Tara b f  (Trusty Dream-Entlee Tara)
Gary Hobbs, Frank Quinn 
Meredith My Belle b f  (My Bill Forwood-Fallon)
Jean Bryar
*  Voyage Home b f  (Safe Arrival-Most Wanted)
Ted Wing, Charles Ginsberg 
Sal’s My Gal b f  (Empire Larry-Take The Gate)
Bert Fernald, Jim Fernald, Brad Belanger 
Somerset Jill b f  (TVusty Dream-Most Happy Jill)
Allan Thayer, Bruce Dunifer 
Suffolk Flame b g (Mr. Suffolk-Candleburner)
Harry Newman, Ted Gliwa 
Suffolk Star ch c (Mr. Suffolk-Scoot)
Harry Newman, Ted Gliwa 
Louis Skipper b c (Skipper’s Sun-Lucetta Hanover) 
Robert Zakioan
Lean Machine b c (Niatross-Pacella)
Ted Wing, Charles Ginsberg
New England Honor b g (Shekar Skipper-New England) 
Nancy Levi
It’s been a busy season at Pinehurst. Many New 
Englanders are on the scene with colts and fillies 
in training.
This year Arthur Varnum is assisting in the 
Gordon Corey bam. He is also training his own: 
A.V.’s Wallbanger and A.V.’s Torchbear- er.
The Ray brothers have young stock plus the 
tough campaigner Foxy Jac.
In addition to numerous “babies” Gordon Corey 
trains three year olds: Fan’s Skary Guy, Demand 
The Best and C’est Star. He also is prepping the 
recently sold Theola for her upcoming New York 
career.
Albert “Doc” Grass is really into juvenile trot­
ters, and Paul Battis has his usual contingency for 
Lavish Acres.
Pinehurst Training Center
CAMAJAC STABLE
Matt Ray, Trainer / Bob Ray, Asst. Trainer
A.J.’s Lite b c (Mr. Suffolk-Lite Me’s Girl)
PAUL BATTIS STABLE 
Jeff and Paul Battis, Trainers
B.B.’s Waltz b f  (Best Jeffrey-Gaelic Waltz)
Celestial Body b f  (Landslide=Bret Venus)
Deacon Frye d c (Shealbat Rainbow-R.D.’s J.J.)
Fleeting Moment b f  (Satanic-Fun Account)
Gaelic Number One b c (Sheryl’s Number-Napolean’s 
Queen
Go Miss Best br f  (Best Jeffrev-Go Miss Isle)
Infinite b c (Nero-All About Eve)
Lavish Cathy b f  (Best Jeffrey-Spike’s Cath)
Lavish Finalle b f  (Best Jeffrey-Lavish Lady)
Long Hill Frank b c (Witsend Tribute-Shadydale Aerian) 
Power Of Two b c (Best Jeffrey-Pretty Plumber) 
Weddingbell Dancer b c (Astro Hill-Sentinel Starlette)
“DOC” GRASS STABLE 
Eric Adsit, Trainer
Pious Peter, br g (Copter.Lobell—Miss Even Flow) 
Social Butterfly b f  (Elitist-Sally Dupre) 
Speedwell b f  (Drill Instructor-Alotta Honey) 
Road Trouble b g (Meadow Road-Skidoo)
Flounce b f  (Copter Lobell-Careless Start)
LEAN MACHINE, two year old Niatross with Oordon Corey, 
SKIPPER’S SUN with Rene Kittle and BRET COLLINS with June 
Collins.
A*J. LITE, two year old colt by MR. SUFFOLK, with Matthew Ray 
Somerset Jill with Arthur Varnum and NEW ENGLAND HONOR 
with Gordon Corey.
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Favorite Photo Department
"Barn Baby” Eric McCarthy of Wakefield, NJBl. poses ”au natural" at 
Sunshine Meadows, Delray Beach, Florida.
News From Vernon
John Stark Jr., who leads the regulars Mickey Bridges, Ron Hill 
parade of horsemen returning to Jr., and Claude Huckabone Jr., and 
Vernon Downs for the ‘89 racing sea- Angus McDonald, 
son, could become the first harness Missing for the foreseeable future 
driver in more than 20 years to cap- will be three-tim e dash—winning 
ture five straight driving champi- champion Lloyd Gilmour, who is 
onships at the Oneida County track, recovering from leg injuries suffered 
Stark, 30, has collected the most in January at a Maryland track, 
driving winds in each of Vernon’s Bob Barella, a longtime Vernon 
past four years with totals of 124, regular who was the top percentage 
158, 127, and 188. He’ll start chas- driver in ‘86, will be returning to the 
ing his fifth straight title, a record Route 31 track after spending last 
set by the late Glen Gamsey in the year at Brandywine (Del.). Among 
‘60’s, when Vernon marks its earliest the new stables based at the Downs 
season ’s opening on Thursday, this year will be those of western 
March 23. New Yorker Gary Gregory and
Also returning for Vernon’s 37th Canadian Mario Goulet, 
campaign will be 24-year-old Brian Stark, who passed the milestone 
Allen, whose 106 victories at the of 1,000 career driving victories at 
Downs last year earned him the U.S. Vernon early last year, will also be 
Harness Writers’ Association’s Mike defending titles as top percentage 
Lee Rising Star Award as one of the driver and leading trainer, horses 
sport’s outstanding young horsemen, from his stable fetched more than 
Of ‘88’s 10 winningest horsemen, $140,000 in purses in ‘88. 
whose combined total of 832 victories Other familiar figures expected 
accounted for more than half of last back this year include past percent- 
year’s 1,593 races, at least nine are age driving champions Bill Andrews 
expected back in action early during and Tony Mondi, as well as Veral 
th e ‘89 meet. They include past driv- Bowman, Gates Brunet, howard 
ing champs Jack Bailey, Gary Okusko Sr. and Jr., Mark Scalzo, and 
Gibson, and Del Richards, as well as Anne Wheeler._____________________
Business For Sale
“T. & M. SULKY”
New and Used Sulkies - 
Plus Repairing and Reconditioning
Sale consists o f all equipm ent and inventory. 
For Further Inform ation Call: 
207/892-5489
Racing Kindles Knapton’s
Flame BY BOB LOWELL
Harness racing's flame ignited in Alan Mollison; May 14 $25 thousand 
Don Knapton’s heart as a youth at North American Pacing Series; and 
Gorham’s old Narragansett Park. A May 27 the $75 thousand 
w ell-know n Gornam athlete, Invitational.
Knapton’s fascination began as a fan This marks the first time a leg of 
in the days when Buddy Reed and the North American Series has ever 
Roy Gartley were holding away as been held in New England according 
Gorham’s trainers-in-resiaence. to Knapton and the invitational is 
Knapton, who is now in his fourth the biggest purse everl for Maine, 
meet as race secretary at Lewiston, Knapton, in his fourth meet as 
Raceway, says, “The candle was lit full time secretary, has faced a 
as a high school student.” critical horse shortage this spring.
A dyed-in-the wool harness fan, Kanpton cites, “We raced late in the 
Knapton began trekking outside the fall and the horse supply is not as 
Maine borders to see feature races in plentiful as before. The same horses 
New York and was in DuQuoin, can’t race year round.” Knapton 
Illinois, when Billy Haughton won analyzes, “It is starting to get better 
the last Hambletonian there in 1980 now.”
before it moved to the Meadowlands. Knapton's opportunity came in 
Haughton captured the classic with the fall of 1987. Janotta went “full 
Burgomesiter who had been Peter time construction” and Leonard 
Haughton’s before his tragic death, released Knapton “early to take the 
Knapton rem em bers, “ It was a Lewiston post.” Knapton reflects, 
tearful, sad event.” “That was a big break.”
Annually, Knapton’s a regular at From a sports oriented family, the 
Yonkers for the Cane Pace and in name Knapton was a proverbial 
1987 h witnessed Righteous Bucks household word around Gorhamtown 
victory. That’s the horse who later for years. Delano interjects, “His 
paced Lewiston’s oval in 1:56 4/5. father was quite a basketball 
A three-sport letter winner in player.” Gorham still has the 
high school. Knapton continued his Knapton Award for the outstanding 
education at the University o f high school basketball player. 
Southern Maine and earned a In 1961, both Knapton and his 
Masters Degree. Then he taught for brother Ken played on the same 
fifteen years at SAD-57, but adds, “I starting five at Gorham High. In 
worked in the mutuels summers. I 1963, which was Ken’s senior year, 
have been a harness fan all my life.” brother Dan came back from college 
Former Gorham High School to assist coach Dean Evans with 
principal Charles Delano, a racing Gorham’s state championship club, 
fan himself, attests to Knapton’s The Knapton brothers followed in 
early love o f racing. He says their dad’s footsteps to college to 
Knapton attended the races with what was then Gorham State 
fellow fans Ray Hawkes and Maurice College.
Dixon of Gorham and comments, As a player in high school. Evans 
referring to Knapton, “He always points out, “I couldn’t have had a 
was a good handicapper.” better kid on the team. He worked
Knapton’s first experience as an hard at the game.” Evans continues, 
official came a couple of seasons “He was a coach’s dream.” 
back at Scarborough Downs when A dedicated individual. Knapton 
the Scarborough general manger is in his office at 7 a.m. Knapton 
Eric Moynihan hired him as stable tells the Northeast Harness News, 
superintendent and assistant racing “I’m real happy doing this.” 
secretary under Carl Janotta. Former coach Evans says, “I’m
In the fall o f 1986 he assisted pleased he has found his niche in 
Janotta in the secretary’s post at racing. He’s such a student of the 
Lewiston paving the way for a game, I believe he’s a good 
position as assistant secretary for classifier.”
the veteran Ted Leonard at In teaching, Knapton admits that 
Freestate Raceway in 1987. he was “burned out’ but in racing he 
KNapton hails Leonard, “He’s highly is indefatigable. At Lewiston, he’s a 
respected throughout the industry hard working team player. His 
and I learned from him.” school yearbook said of him, “Not
“Freestate,” Knapton continues, wheterh he won or lost, but how he 
“is major league with stake racing.” played the game.”
This spring Lewiston is hosting His enthusiasm fuels the flame 
three big events with what Knapton that was kindled so many years ago 
calls, “An expanded program.” In in Gorham. Now a veteran racing 
May Lewiston has three major races secretary, Knapton's candle is 
scheduled...May 7 $30 thousand burning brightly at Lewiston.____
Lewiston Race Secretary Don Knapton in the winner’s circle with 
TEAM HANOVER and Dave Pinkney.
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The Slow Season
ON THE RAIL by PHIL PINES, Director The H all of Fam e o l th *  Trotter, G oshen, N .Y FOR SALE
Just how fast does a race horse meet their destiny, 
race when a race horse does go fast? To give you an idea of how fast a 
Well, during the height of the trotter or pacer (a two-year-old) is 
season, when that race horse is trained in early March: Ray 
cannonball quick, he can reach Remmen had his horses going 
speeds of 30 mph or faster. These between 2:32 and 2:45. And Hall of 
are trotters and pacers we’re talking Famer George Sholty was clocking 
about. all of his at a 2:35 rate. That’s two
But if you were to click a clock on minutes and thirty-five seconds for 
a two-year-old harness horse this the mile. The tempo picks up a little 
time of year, you might think you every week.
could outrun the young critter The majority of public and private 
yourself. stables take their stock south for the
Standardbreds are going against winter. The living is easier. Oh, it 
the clock these days. They’ve been might be necessary to clear the track 
dashing over frozen tracks way up of fallen oranges now and then. But 
north; beneath palm trees to the it’s certainly better than having to 
south. And once in awhile you might use a snow plow as a starting gate, 
see one of them kicking up his well- Of course, there are those hardy 
shod heels in the ocean spray. bands of trainers who prefer to get
Don’t confuse what you’re seeing their horses ready on northern 
with a sea horse. It might very well raceways and fairgrounds, working 
be last year ’s champion or the out in heavy snow and sub-zero 
coming season’s most prom ising weather. Stanley Dancer was one of 
youngster. those when his name first appeared
This is the tail end of the winter on the race cards at Yonkers and 
training season. From Florida’s Roosevelt in the early 50s. Stanley 
Pompano Beach to the blustery claimed his “Go get 'em” style was 
Canadian wilds, men and women successful because his horses were 
have been climbing into jogging carts climatized - when it came time to 
early each morning and literally race they were used to the weather, 
going around in circles. with the result that they responded
Imagine having to look at nothing more quickly, 
but the tail end of a horse for weeks As for me, give me the good old 
and weeks. For many, it’s a living. sunshine. But, hark! There is apt to 
Most of the many are operators of be danger in paradise. Consider 
public stables. Clint Galbraith has what happened on a beach in 
about five dozen freshmen horses in California some years ago. A groom 
training at Ben White Raceway in thoughtfully took his trotter out to 
Orlando; Tommy Haughton with 45 let him romp in the water - a 
at Pompano Park. Ray Remmen is common practice among those who 
working 30 colts and fillies at South believe salt water to be good for a 
Florida. horse’s legs.
A public stable is a great The trotter, almost immediately, 
convenience; it can make a left the beach and headed for deeper 
horseman out of practically anybody, water, the groom swimming his 
All you do is buy a colt, or a filly, hardest and yelling his darndest to 
figuring that it will make a fortune head him off.
for you; turn it over to a public There was no turning the trotter’s 
stable operator, and then sit back head, however. And he continued - 
and wait. Either of two things will straight out to sea. Neither the 
happen: the money will eventually groom nor anyone else ever laid eyes 
start pouring in, or it will keep going on the horse again, 
out. In any case, the public trainer When last seen he was headed in 
will be doing his best to make a a southwesterly direction, swimming 
profit for you, because it means more toward Hawaii. But let me tell you, 
money for him. he’s gonna be surprised when he gets
The rites o f spring: young there. There are no harness tracks 
standardbreds being prepped to in Hawaii!
Two Trotting Bred Fillies
By The Recently Exported 
Two Year Old Champion
WORKAHOLIC
2,1:57.1 $870,869
(Speedy Crown-Ah So-Speedy Count)
(The only stallion to date accepted into the French 
Stud, reported ly  standing for $25,000 w ith over 1500 
mares applying for bookings to this top Breeders Crown 
winner.)
MISS WIND SONG
Bay Filly 4/88
Dam : Taxette by Songcan l:58 .3h  out o f
M iss W indy Jam ie 2:07.2h by Jam ie 1:59.2.
This m are was a New York Sire Stakes w inner 
as a two year old in 2:08.4 w ith a lifetim e record  
o f 2:04.3h and $62,877 in earnings.
She is a fu ll sister to the Invitational Trotter, 
Frankenshew  2:01.1h and a h a lf sister to Noble  
W ind 2:01.2.
KATELYN’S MELODY
Bay Filly 4/88
Dam : M elsong Rainbow by Songcan l:58 .3h  out 
o f M elody Rainbow  2, 2:08.2 by Stars Pride 1:57.1
This m are was stakes placed in the New York 
Sire Stakes as a two year old and has a lifetim e  
record o f 2:05 w ith $47,442 in earnings.
She is a h a lf sister to the producer M y Speedy  
Rainbow  and the racehorses M elscoot Rainbow  
and Mr. Bagel.
Both o f these outstanding fillies w ill be paid up in 
the nuyor stakes including the Breeders Crown.
ATTENTION HORSEMEN!
Farm ington, M aine— Four year old horse farm , 
13 acres, barn w ith indoor riding arena, 
additional barn, three bedroom  log hom e. Three 
m iles from  1/2 m ile race track.
$ 1 9 5 , 0 0 0 , C a l l 207/778,6965
. . .  /  * ‘ • ’ • . .- j / j w  r  Jt . Ci' * {  ' ■* V  . * 1
For more inform ation please call:
Lynn M arie Sm ith, Dupuis Farm , Saco, M aine 
Tel. 207/284-4726
or
Jean Em erson, Pom pano Beach, Florida  
Tel. 305/971-4867
« o  y » f »;  l.t. t 1 / / ,
Harness Profile:
Bill Berube
BY JEAN EMERSON
Bill Berube, 43, of Dracut, Mass., decent amount of expertise and the 
is most probably a perfect example of stable consisted of six horses for 
the small stable trainer in New Matt Gass, plus others for Chuck 
England in the recent past. Harness Labella, Bob Winters, and Rosario 
racing at best is tough sledding, but Turco. Bruce Mattison was hired to 
in New England survival is assist. The duo was successful as 
considered success. the last year at Rockingham
At the present time Berube is Mattison was leading driver and 
trainer for Sure Show Stable o f Berube leading trainer.
Marblehead, Mass, and Eight J ’s After the fire all local horsemen 
Stable of Swampscott, Mass. He is naturally m igrated to Foxboro 
located on the training side at Raceway. Mattison went to work at 
Pompano Park with nine horses. On Young Meadow Farm and Berube 
leaving the southern climes he will hired Rick Flanders of Seabrook to 
skip to Pocono Downs in northern assist with eighteen horses. The 
Pennsylvania. next crucial blew came when
Bill, a hometown boy from Dracut, Foxboro closed making nomads of 
Mass., did not become a seasoned those who chose to hang on. 
traveler by design, but by necessity. Berube and Flanders chose the 
others with much larger stables new track at Sports Creek, Michigan 
were forced to do the same, witness and ventured west with horses for 
Hogan, Blood etc. Eight J’s Stable. Not a bad move as
Rick Flanders and Bill Berube.
Berube, educated in local schools, 
lived on a thirty six acre dairy farm 
just seven miles from rockingham 
Park. A cousin, Dick Berube, 
trained four head there and thus 
offered the occasion to jog and train.
It was nearly twenty years ago 
that he attended the Shewsbury 
Horse Auction and bought a mare 
called Dorothy Time from the 
Howard Britt Stable. She was a 
good “learnin” horse offering a young 
man, new in the business, 
experiential opportunities. After a 
few starts at the rochester Fair the 
mare was bred to Mighty Battle 
producing the good Dr. Atwood p. 
2:01, who raced the Rock/Foxboro 
circuit earning about $45,000.
In 1974 Berube quit the dairy 
farm and decided on a full time
career n harness racing, he went 
with new owner, Dan Gleason, to the 
Old Glory Sale and picked up the 
Good Time gelding, Cavalier, for 
$1,300. Lady Luck was on the scene 
that year, as he won 16 races and 
$32,000. (They still have this one, 
by the way, down on the farm with 
brother, Bob.) Bill, always a hard 
worker,, had h y  now picked up a
they picked up $36,000 in six weeks. 
They returned to Saratoga for a 
month in April 1987, then on the 
Rochester and skipped in to 
Scarborough.
This past fall Berube has had the 
best bred stock of his entire career., 
plus the opportunity to train in the 
sunny South. The young horses in 
the stable are owned by John 
Muldoon and his son, Tom, of 
Marblehead, Mass.
At the present time a couple of 
horses have been sent back to New 
England, but those three year olds 
remaining include: Tyler’s Bash 
(Tyler B.), Tavish Hanover 
(A lbatross), Casino Nugget 
(Sonsam ), The Big Muskie 
(Borefish), Bankit (Speed Bowl), 
Farm Credit (Joie De Vie),
Apprentice (Amdon). Most of these 
are staked and show promise. 
Berube is presently assisted by 
Mickie Smith and Jim Millay, both 
from Maine.
Horses in this stable are properly 
trained and look good. Berube is an 
excellent caretaker and certainly 
deserves to have Lady Luck smile on 
him once again. , , ,  , . . . . .
Bob Perry of Hills Beach, Maine and Ted Berry enjoy a recent copy 
of Northeast Harness News outside the track kitchen at Sunshine 
Meadows.
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Bill Dibiase and daughter Suzette made two purchases at the 
Standardbred Sale at Sunshine Meadows.
ERNIE HANOVER b h (Warm Breeze—Evelyn Skipper) $800
William Berube, Pompano Beach, Florida 
LET’S MAKE IT LEGAL b f  (Sonsam-Stray Lady) $2,000
D.J. Ginell. Boca Raton, Florida
TY JUAN br c (Super Juan-Stonegate Tyson) $7,500
Walter Ross, Margate, Florida
BOLSA b f  (Radiant Ruler-Berthina Hanover) $24,000
Mike Rogerson, Pompano Beach, Florida 
SUGAR BIRD b f  (Albatroass-Paradise Isle) $20,000
Michael Bouvrette, Pompano Beach, Florida 
RAZZLE LOBELL b f  (Slapstick-Regal Gleam) $1,000
Chaly Asaro & Gary W. Smiley, Stuart, Florida 
CATHYS HOPE bl c (Albatross-With Applause) $3,300
William J. DiBlase, Main
JOE DON LOU NEE b c (Slapstick-Voodoo Hanover) $2,300
Steve Miller, Boca Raton, Florida
ASHKIM b f  (Landslide-Lovely Reed) $5,000
Walter Ross, Margate, Florida
INDIAN PRINCESS b f  (Conquered-Meadow Rue) $13,500
William J. DiBlase, Main
BALTIC BELLE b f  (Baltic Speed-Parula) $33,000
Horse Invest, Pompano Beach, Florida 
SPECIAL ASSET b f  (Direct Scooter-Herbar’s Belle) $25,000
Bruce W. Wallis, Agent, Dover, Delaware 
YANKEE JEWEL b m (Scarlett Skipper-Topless Yankee) $8,000
W Ross Msr^stG Florida
PANORAMA LOBELL b c (Speedy Somolli-Princess Glory) $26,000
Lindy Farms, Highland Beach, Florida 
CROSSED UP b g (Albatross—Native Timebuyer) $1,900
Brent M. Davis, Pompano Beach, Florida
SALE RESULTS 
SUNSHINE MEADOWS
(New England Consigned or Purchased on March 5, 1989)
BY JEAN EMERSON
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North American Drivers Championship at Lewiston Raceway The gang from Maine heading North.
The North American Driving Championship draws “Who’s Who in 
Harness Racing” every year. Steve Warrington, the winner this year, was 
interviewed at the conclusion by General Manager James Day with enthusi­
astic support from girlfriend -  Jaime Sue Morrill, dad -  Walter Warrington, 
track executives -  Charles Day and Allan Mollison.
Bill O’Donnell attained his 4,000th career victory on march 11th aboard 
Pan Am Sam at the Meadowlands. He is the 16th driver in harness racing 
history to reach this goal.
Paul Fontaine of Woonsocket, R.l. was returned as U.S.T.A. chairman- 
at the annual meeting in Columbus recently. New director, Joseph J. Ricci of • 
Scarborough Downs, was unable to attend. Besides discussions on semen 
transport and blood typing, the board voted to increase the cost of name 
changes to $10 for yearlings and $20 for unraced two year olds.
Soon to leave for the trek North, Everett Rackliff, Medley Watson, 
Helen and Mel Richardson will be returning to Maine.
Marilyn Branagan has certainly had her -share of tough luck in the past, 
but this time it’s a broken leg! Perhaps the mares that Cead Mile Failte 
Farm is attracting will help cheer her up.
Most of the stables will be leaving Pompano by the first week in May as 
the track closes the 6th. Bruce Ranger goes to Brandywine, Joe Antonelli to 
Monticello, Bill Berube to Pocono, Jackie Hogan to Freestate and Peter Blood 
to the Meadowlands, to name a few.
Not only are some Standardbred farms in the East going out of busi­
ness, but it has been reported that the latest is Holly Lane Farm in Ohio and 
Stover Creek Stud in Kentucky. Susan Layden has purchased Dream Aire 
Stud and William Perritti now owns Tara Lobell Farms.
Sidelines
Scarborough racing officials at Pompano.
Scarborough Race Secretary, Rick Kane, and Director of Officials, Lloyd 
Johnson, have been on the road recruiting for the summer meet. In center is 
Ed Ransom of Kelly’s Pics at Pompano.
'P&i *76&4e *7*t *76e SUuutcvtcC& iett SfuvU
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BERTHA NERO gets a new life mark at Pompano with driver/trainer 
Mike Heters for owners Joe & John Kunkel.
Hope all is well with one of our favorites, as it is reported that Jim 
Doherty had a racing mishap and couldn’t make it to the North American 
Driving Championships. He’s usually on the scene.
Gary Mosher had a happier reason as his wife, Michelle, presented him 
with a new addition, a son, Garrett.
Maine Breeders Seminar 
Successful
March was the month for mating 
information. M.S.B.O.A. held semi­
nars at four locations (Bangor, 
Lewiston, Westbrook, and Lyman) 
which drew a total of 65 people eager
BY JEAN CHILDS
to learn more about optimum condi­
tions for breeding.
Every subject from conception to 
foaling to conformation resulting in 
lameness was discussed at these
interesting meetings. Veterinarians 
Larry Buggia, Douglass Hutchins, 
Denise McNitt and Timothy Powers 
gave freely of their time and knowl­
edge. All agreed that genetics plays 
the dominant role in determining
what kind of foal one gets and all 
spoke of how essential a proper vita- 
min/mineral ratio is to the newborn 
foal, especially here in the Northeast 
U.S. Each stressed the need of fre­
quent vaccination , especially o f 
young horses going to the tracks for 
the Stakes races. Vaccines protect 
fully in many instances; however, if 
a horse does get sick, it’s less likely 
to be as sick as it would without vac­
cination. These highlights only 
whetted the appetites of those in 
attendance. Subjects for future in- 
depth seminars are being consid­
ered.
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SPRINGFEST
An Early Season Celebration of
Productivity
(Nevele Pride-Weeping Cherry)
2 ,2:03h *
(Race-timed in 2:00.4 as a three year old)
It’s looking good for the first crop in 1989. Training reports from 
Maine to Florida are very positive as expected!
This grand circuit trotter appears to be a producer, with two year 
olds showing his early speed and classic conformation, you can expect a 
banner season for trotters in the Maine Breeders Stakes this year.
It’s time to get on the bandwagon. Don’t wait ‘till it’s too late.
Remember this is the last year you can breed your trotting mare to this 
top prospect for a stallion service charge of $200 with no stud fee to fol­
low. This is an opportunity seldom encountered in the breeding busi­
ness.
Call today and make the necessary arrangements!
The Dupuis Farm Offers The
Terrise Ann, a two year old trotting filly (Springfest -  Amanda T.) 
and owner/trainer, Arnold Miles at Spring Garden Ranch, Florida.
D u P'
Please (
Lynn-Marie Smit! 
196 Buxton Rd., Saco, Ml
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BARNEY BLUE CHIP
p. l:58.3f.
Brings A Legacy of Speed and Class To The 
Breeding Ranks In Maine!
A stallion of this caliber will serve to improve on the existing 
bloodlines, upgrading the next generation. This quality son of 
Most Happy Fella (p. 1:55) and Betty Hanover (p. 1:57.2) has the 
stature to produce sons and daughters capable of top perfor­
mance in the Maine Stakes, with the stamina to continue there­
after at the metropolitan tracks. AIthough the advertised stud 
fee is $1,000, in order to attract the best quality mares, a 
reduced fee of $600 will be offered this year to Broodmares...
(a) W ith a two year old race record o f 2:10 or better...or
(b) W ho have been race-tim ed in 2:05 or better as a two year old ...or
(c) W ith a lifetim e record o f 2:00 or better...or
(d) W ho have earned over $50,000 as a two or three year old ...or
(e) W ho are Stakes or Futurity w inners...or
(f) W ho have produced any o f the above.
All who qualify above will be eligible for a reduced stud fee of
$600
puis
& Contact:
ith, Farm Manager
VIE 04072 Tel. 207-284-4726
AHC Celebrates 20th 
Anniversary
On February 17, 1969, a group of horsemen concerned about federal legis­
lation affecting their business and the need for coordinated industry action 
organized the American Horse Council.
Today, the groups and individuals who created and have since supported 
AHC can look back on twenty years of accomplishment and forward to con­
tinued gains for horses and horse people made possible only through joint 
effort and unity of purpose.
In fact, AHC set the stage for its 20th anniversary with one of its most 
successful and productive years ever. In 1988, the Horse Council successful­
ly ushered into federal law four new provisions to benefit horse people and 
businesses, while also helping the horse showing community resolve one of 
the most serious regulatory challenges in its history.
The year exemplified what the founders of the American Horse Council 
had envisioned for their new organization.
The mid-February meeting in 1969 had followed on the heels of a January 
31 gathering instigated by the Thoroughbred Breeders of Kentucky at which 
the formation of a new national representative had been unanimously 
approved.
Representatives of the initial sponsor bodies of the Horse Council - the 
American Quarter Horse Association, American Saddle Horse Breeders 
Association, The Jockey Club and the United States Trotting Association - 
adopted bylaws and began to chart a course for the fledgling association.
The goals established for the Council were to represent the entire equine 
industry, to foster a cooperative climate in the industry and with related 
interests, and to encourage economic and health-related research beneficial 
to all horse breeds. The growth of AHC since that time has reaffirmed that 
foresight.
Thruston Morton, a former United States Senator from Kentucky, agreed 
to serve as AHC’s first president. Other officers were E.H. Honnen, chair­
man of the Board of Trustees; Ogden Phipps, vice chairman; Frederick L. 
Van Lennep, treasurer; and Albert Clay, secretary. Joining Honnen, Phipps 
and Van Lennep on AHC’s first Board of Trustees were Warner L. Jones, Jr. 
and Thomas Morton.
Shortly thereafter, an executive committee was formed and AHC began to 
take on the shape it has today.
Throughout the year, AHC News will be reviewing the young history of 
the American Horse Council and the outlook for the future of the organiza­
tion and the industry it serves.
In addition, AHC’s 1989 Convention, set for June 11-14 at the Hyatt 
Regency Crystal City in Arlington, Virginia, will celebrate the individuals 
and events that have brought the American Horse Council to its present 
place in the horse industry.
We hope you will share the celebration with us!
Sports Betting Advocacy:
Is This A Coming Trend?
There are currents running strong than to have sports gambling in the 
in racing these days, and attempts to place -  the racetrack -  where gam- 
adjust to them. Intertrack, offtrack, bling is already legal?” 
crossbreed, all change, and recently Milstein acknowledges that there 
two big names in horse racing have is no support for his idea among 
toyed with one of the biggest other Ohio track operators and legis- 
changes of all: the possibility of lators right now, but he says, “This is 
tracks hosting sports betting. an idea that is coming and we might
First it was Harry Bucn, presi- be able to change their minds if 
dent of the Association of Racing Ohio’s tracks work on the project 
Commissioners International, saying together.”
that he felt sports betting would ben- Ohio’s other tracks are cool to the 
efit tracks in his native West idea, however, concerned among 
Virginia. other things about opposition from
Now comes Carl Milstein, owner the clergy. Milstein thinks that this 
of Northfield Park in Cleveland, the is hypocritical. “What’s the differ- 
most successful track in America in ence if a bettor puts $50 on a horse 
percentage increase in handle in or $50 on a football game?” he asks, 
1987 and up sharply again over adding that he thinks his fellow 
those record figures in 1988. track operators may “have their eye 
Milstein has taken a stance against on the hole of the donut and are 
intertrack and OTB parlor betting -  missing everything around it.” 
a hot issue in Ohio -  but has tossed Milstein says sports betting would 
out feelers on sports betting ... at the neutralize intertrack and OTB par- 
tracks. “My idea,” the Northfield lor betting in states surrounding 
owner said recently, “is for sports Ohio. “Let them bust their heads 
betting in Ohio, conducted only at 100 miles away, risking the chance 
the tracks. It would answer the that they may be putting each other 
question that off-track wagering out of business,” he says. “We would 
raises, which is siphoning off bet- be bringing new people in to our 
tors.” Milstein says allowing track tracks with sports betting.” 
customers to bet on pro football, bas- Milstein recently was presented 
ketball and baseball would increase with the U.S. Harness Writers Ohio 
purses dramatically. “Let’s face it,” chapter Achievement Award for his 
he said, “sports betting goes on now, accomplishments in Ohio racing dur- 
but it’s illegal. What’s more natural ing the last year.
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4,000 For O’Donnell
It took his 24th try but finally the other 3,999.” 
driver Bill O’Donnell captured his O’Donnell, who won Meadowlands 
4,000th career victory in the 10th driving titles in 1981, 1982 and 
race on Saturday night at the 1984, and was runner up five times, 
Meadowlands. scored his first parimutuel victory in
O’Donnell, a 40-year-old native of 1972 at Rosecroft Raceway with a 
Springhill. Nova Scotia, who now horse named Travelin ’ Boy. A 
resides in Franklin Lakes, N.J., three-time North American money 
became just the 16th driver in har- -winning champion, O’Donnell has 
ness racing history to reach the career earnings in excess of $60 mil- 
plateau. It came with a six-year-old lion.
pacer named Pan Am Sam. Among his many stakes victories
Despite the long stretch to reach were the 1984 Hambletonian with 
No. 4,000, O’Donnell never was con- Prakas, the 1984 Woodrow Wilson 
cerned. “You’ve got to have the hors- with N ihilator and the 1985 
es with some power,” the soft-spoken Meadowlands Pace, also with 
O’Donnell noted. “That’s how I got Nihilator.
Lancaster Stable:
A Family Affair
While harness racing’s Lancaster 
family may not be as well known at 
the Meadowlands as the Campbells 
and Remmens, driver Mark and his 
supporting cast of his father, William 
and brother, Jay W illiam , have 
carved a successful niche in the 
industry.
Mark is currently the highest 
percentage winner among 
Meadowlands drivers with victories 
in seven of 34 races - 20.6 percent. 
And the stable scored its biggest 
victory last week, capturing the 
$74,900 Night Styles Series Final at 
the Meadowlands with a four-year- 
old mare named Charged Solvent.
Based at a farm in Columbus, 
New Jersey, the Lancasters ship to 
tracks all over the metropolitan 
area.
“We had a very good year in 
1988,” noted Mark Lancaster. “The 
stable earned more than $1 million 
and we were second leading stable in 
New York, by earnings. We also won 
the training title at the Atlantic City 
meeting at Freehold last year.”
“People don’t realize that we’re 
doing pretty good because we’re 
spread out over several tracks,” he 
said. “We race a lot in New York and 
at Freehold, as well as the 
Meadowlands.”
“Our operation is a family affair. 
My father is really the backbone of 
the stable. When it comes to 
soundness and the overall health of 
the horses, he’s the expert,” he said.
“My brother drives once in a 
while, but he concentrates on the 
training, he’s been listed as a 
trainer for about a year now, but he’s 
always managed the training end of 
things. And we have another 
trainer, Dave Connor, that’s the 
trainer for the Freehold horses.”
Mark, 39, has been driving since 
1970. The native of Bishopton, 
Quebec, is a third-generation 
horsem an, and he won his first 
driving title at Hinsdale, New 
Hampshire, in 1974.
The Lancasters bought their 48- 
acre farm in Columbus eight years 
ago. “We have a half-mile training 
track, 50 stalls and we usually have 
between 35 and 40 horses in 
training,” he said.
Lancaster buys most of his horses 
as yearlings, rather than breeding 
them himself. “I’ve been down that 
road before, and it’s expensive,” he 
said. “I prefer going to the sales and 
buying them as yearlings. We also 
buy some racehorses. We’re always 
looking for quality horses.”
' One such purchase of a racehorse
was Tar Baby, whom Lancaster 
purchased privately in the midwest 
last September. “She’s earned about 
$110,000 for us since we bought her,” 
he said. “We’re prepping her and 
she seems pretty good.”
“ I’ve nominated her for the 
Breeders Crown this year,” he said. 
“You never know, but I think she’s 
going to have a good year.”
Tar Baby is owned by mark, his 
sister Joy Lancaster, and Ted Syler, 
a mechanic in New Egypt, New 
Jersey. “Ted has been a friend of 
ours for years,” Mark said. “He was 
a partner in a couple of cheaper 
horses, then he got out o f the 
business for a while. When we put 
the deal together for Tar Baby, we 
asked him to go in on her, and he 
did.”
Joy, a bank manager from 
Lyndhurst, “can’t wait to get to the 
farm on weekends,” Mark said. “It’s 
more of a hobby for her, but she 
helps out when she gets to the farm.” 
Tar Baby's success helped to buy 
the new mare in the stable, the four- 
year-old Oil Burner daughter 
Charged Solvent, who captured the 
$74,900 Night Styles Series Final at 
the Meadowlands on February 28. It 
was only her third start for the three 
partners.
“We reinvested some of the 
proceeds from Tar Baby and bought 
Charged Solvent after the first leg of 
the Night Styles. We paid $50,000 
for her,” Mark said. “She fit the 
conditions of the series well.”
Lancaster said he will give 
Charged Solvent a little time off and 
is pointing her for the Guys & Dolls 
Series at Freehold in May.
Mark and his wife, Katherine, 
have three children, all of whom 
have shown an interest in horses. 
“My two daughters both take riding 
lessons, and the older one (Nancy 
Lee) is really up on breeding. She 
reads all the industry magazines. 
“My son (Timothy Nelson) is too 
oung to do much with the horses, 
ut he says when he grows up he 
wants to drive horses like his daddy.” 
Lancaster credits the spirit of co­
operation among family members as 
the reason the stable is doing so 
well.
“We all have a really good working 
relationship. I concentrate on the 
driving, and my brother concentrates 
on the training,” he said. “That’s 
what really makes this operation 
work. We can get together as trainer 
and driver and talk things over, 
because we’re all working for the 
same end result.” v*
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NEW ENGLAND HORSES IN TRAINING
Winter Miles -  Ovieda, Florida
Phyllis Hodgkins, who works for the Seilings o f Canada, with her 
trotter HICKORY SUNSHINE at Winter Niles.
W in ^ ^ E l^ ^ S d m n ^ ^ n te r  is a well locate^harness track east o f 
Orlando......... ........... «■>,
JAGUAR SPUR with Dick and B uddy^tnim g^pvididTranr^rtE e 
Oviedo Oval.
Ben White Raceway -  Orlando, Florida
Railbirds Harold Ralph and Laine Vance keep close watch on the 
two year olds at Rej| White Raceway.
The Storm Damage filly, FRASCATI, with John H afford fo r  the 
Galbraith Stable at Ben White Raceway.
CORPORATE. KASH, owned by the Gaibreaths with grooms Tillie 
and Raymond Le Blanc o f Lewiston.
-------Notice Subscribers!-------
If you have not been receiving your copy of Northeast Harness News 
regularly, it may be that you have had an address change. Even the slightest 
difference in address (i.e., box number, street number, etc.) can cause inter­
ruption in delivery of mail. Recently I have been getting a number of these 
referrals stating “undeliverable as addressed" with no way of forwarding the 
newspaper. Please use the address change card below for this purpose when­
ever you move at any time or have a correction.
I would appreciate prompt renewal of subscriptions as it helps to keep 
records accurate. Check the upper right comer of your address box as a red 
arrow will indicate time for renewal. » . ,
---------------NOTICE---------------
It is important to submit all advertising copy and infor­
m ational m aterial before the next computer deadline.
Mail to: Jean Emerson
3150 No. Palm Aire Dr., #108 
Pompano Beach, FL 33069 
If you prefer to call for ad information; 
___________________ _  Tel. 305-971-4867 ..
NEW ENGLANDERS AT Spring Garden Ranch -  De Leon Springs, Florida. . . . . . .  . *SS■ '• •: ... . .... • X -• .    —   — .....
Dana Delisle, trainer, with Maine’s top filly, WINDSONG KRYSTLE 
by My Bill Forward, and Lisa Wilson, groom.
SNAPPY IMAGE, a No Nukes, with Camilla and Keith C luff at Spring 
Garden Ranch. .
^ .m m  1
Arnold Miles with Maine’s top colt, OAKLEY, and N.E.H.N. assistant 
Ruth Dearborn. CAJUN TOWNER, by Big Towner, with Chuck Pillsbury at Spring Garden Ranch. _____ ________
Henry Milineri trains the Big Towner filly, KEYSTONE MISTRESS, 
*or Jeff Brudnick of Chelsea, Mass. ____________ ___
Norman Vigue at Spring Garden Ranch with 2 year old WINDSONG 
SAPPSHIRE by Sheryl's Number. ' ' ' '
Steve and Bernie Charlton, who race the Bangor track with SHADES 
OF LOVE, a filly by George AIlen.
Bill Sivert and SOARING FALCON, a three year old colt by Falcon 
Almahurst. ........v . .....____........... ._.......................................................  ........■» i *■'V A iiilMdlfllHIMffllHWMHB
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TOP
PACING STALLIONS 
>n NEW YORK
AS TWO-YEAR-OLDS
Niafirst p,2,1:54.4 $ 118,978 $ 4,000
Temujin p,2,1:54.4 285,510 3,000
Sansom p,2,1:55.2 37,987 3,500
p ,2,1-55.3 397)126 2}000
^  ARRTOR
Storm Damage p,2,1:55.4 93,556 15,000
Elitist p,2,1:56.1 97,655 3,000
Nero p,2,1:56.2 73,815 5,00C
Praised Dignity p,2,l:56.4f 1,194,715 3,50C
Sundance Skipper p,2,1:57 9,591 1,50C
Brisk Air p,2,Tl:57.1 38,475 1,00C
Jamuga p,2,Tl:57.2 5,093 4,00C
Brand New Fella p,2,l:57.3f 120,612 3,00C
Seahawk Hanover p,2,Tl:58 100,222 5,00C
Call For Rain p,2,1:58.2 61,792 . 15,00C
Skip By Night p,2,Tl:59.1 30,923 2,00C
Southern Style p,2,1:59.3 63,350 1,50C
Precious Fella p,2,1:59.4 48,854 5,00C
On The Road Again p,2,2:00f 13,361 15,00C
Justin Passing p,2,2:03f 6,425 2,00C
I f  you want EAR LY SPEED,
BIG EARNINGS and SOUNDNESS 
at a BARGAIN PRICE, the decision is easy.
Kinderhook, NY 12106 Office (518) 465-3033 FAX (518) 465-4043
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Ken Salisbury, chef in the Pompano track kitchen, formerly operat­
ed in this capacity at Foxboro.
A view' of the Pompano Harness track kitchen from the training 
track.
Andy Hall, who has leased and operated the track kitchen for the 
nastfew  vflflrs. ■ . . /  ' ’ ’ ‘ V . '
BY JEAN EMERSON
You know the old saying, “Wait a Harness Training Track for the Civic 
minute and everything changes.” Improvement Fund.
Before that happens let’s take a Fred Van Lennep was Master of 
coffee break at the Pompano Track Ceremonies and explained in detail 
Kitchen on Race Track Road. Did Trotting and Pacing, the procedures 
you know that the first Pompano o f  a race, functions of a trainer and 
Race Track was opened on this same improvement of the harness breed, 
site in 1926 for the thoroughbreds? There were eight matinee races 
Early accounts claim that there was with Bill Connors serving as race 
a mile track with grandstand secretary. Frank Ervin, Curly Smart 
seating, for over 6,000 people and and Harry Pownall plus other drove 
stabling for 1,000 horses. such as: Good Counsel. Keystoner,
This first meet, however, was Breath O Spring, Queens Adias, 
short-lived as parimutuel betting Adioleta, My Scotch Belle, all two 
was illegal. The governor of Florida and three year olds, 
was unimpressed with the frivolity Another highlight of the program 
of the Roaring Twenties made good was Frances Dodge Fan Lennep, one 
his threads to close the place down. of the greatest horsewomen of the
In the early 50’s Frances Dodge era, riding the 1955 w orld ’s 
Van Lennep spotted the place while champion five gaited gelding, Socko. 
flying from her Delray home to Mrs. Van Lennep also holds the 
Miami. On returning she rented a w orld ’s record with the trotter 
car, sought the area out, found the Greyhound under saddle, 
owners and purchased what was The thirty member, mounted, 
soon to be her new Standardbred precision Drill Team from 
training center in Florida. The Homestead, Florida, completed the 
buildings were tumbled down, but afternoon. A lesson can certainly be 
the racetrack was still quite visi- learned here, from the encompassing 
ble. of all breeds!
Two forty stall barns were built Today, nearly thirty-five years 
plus a small barn for the riding later, the training center has 
horses. Her remodeling included a expanded to over fifty stables and 
complete track kitchen where includes “Who’s Who” in harness 
trainers and assistants could eat a racing.
hearty three squares of prime fare. The track kitchen managed by 
The Gillespies ran the track kitchen ‘Tennessee” Andy Hall and his wife, 
in a manner that would indicate four Rachel, still offers excellent fare for 
stars. reasonable prices.
It is reported that Curly Smart Take that second cup of coffee out 
was the first to winter train at this to the bleachers facing the training 
location in 1955 for Castleton Farm, track, sit in the sun and watch those 
he was followed the next year by magnificent colts and fillies jog and 
Frank Ervin who was assisted by train. Before you leave turn and 
George Boggs, Bill Brown and Monty feast your eyes on that Grecian type 
Moncrief. They trained thirty head building with the white columns and 
for the Van Lenneps, plus others for the carved horse heads above. Try to 
Dr. Butterbaugh of Pennsylvania -  impress it in your mind, because the 
W.H. Eddy of Michigan -  L.E. Lake developers are coming. The land is 
of Indiana -  Dr. M cNally o f so valuable between Atlantic 
Nebraska -  K.D. Owen of Texas -  Boulevard and Powerline Road that 
Geo. Tipling of Ohio, making a total it is inevitable.
of forty-four of the best breed two The next time you stop while 
and three year olds in the nation. driving down Race Track Road when
The other barn was occupied by the light by Gate 5 turns red, realize 
trainer Harry Pownall assisted by it’s probably the only place in the 
Harold Miller. They trained sixteen nation harness horses have the right 
head for the Harriman/Gerry owned of way on a main thoroughfare...and 
Arden Homestead Stable of Goshen, this, too, shall pass.
N.Y. The remaining stalls were
allocated to Carl Sibert who trained EDITOR’S NOTE: Thanks to Mary Ann 
for the Vandeveers of Ohio. Trees, Bill Connors, Andy Hall, Gene
In March of 1956 the Pompano Pownall, Mr. Baker, Bill Brown, and 
Beach Junior Chamber of Commerce others who provided information for this 
sponsored an exhibition at the article.
The Present Is Soon Past
MR. AND MRS. FREDERICK L. VAN LENNEP AND SOCKO
~__  . ■ ....... ' < ^ r .
Colts schooling behind the gate this time of year, with the bustling 
Atlantic Boulevard in the background._________  _________
MAINE BREEDERS
W here do you race your M aine sired horses 
when the 2 and 3 year old Sires Stakes Races are 
com pleted? Can they go in New  York, or the 
M eadow lands, as aged horses?
There is a new  stallion standing in M aine for  
1989 w ith a proven track record that he not only  
can sire early speed 2 and 3 year olds, but they  
go on to com pete as solid aged horses.
Here are some of his statistics:
N ote th at, from  a sm all crop o f 89 foa ls, 24 
have taken  2 :00  record s! A lso  note th at as a 
broodm are sire, from  29 foals, 8 have taken 2:00  
records, and 27 o f the 29 have taken 2:05 records.
CAVALCADE
p. 3,1:57.3
(Meadow Skipper p. 3,1:55.1 - Golden Miss
p. 2:02h)
Dam  of: Strike O ut p. 2 ,1:59.3 - 3, l:56.3h $424,000
Big Value in Maine for a Small Stud 
Fee of $1,000.00 - Live Foal
Stop in and look him  over. If you see him  you  
w ill w ant to breed your m are to him . 
Conform ation plus!
Standing at: 7 ‘B’s Farm
340 Higgins Road, Pittsfield, M aine 04967  
207/487-5256 or 207/487-5961 
-  o r -
Cl on tact: M eadow brook Farm  508/943-2706  
All foals eligible to the Maine Sires Stakes and New 
England Sulky Championships as well as many Grand 
Circuit Stakes and Early and Late Closers.
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C A V A L C A D E  : T O P  F O A L S B Y 2 Y . O R E C O R D
F O A L  N A M E Y O F
S
X 2 Y R  R E C O R D LI F E  M O N E Y
P R I S S Y  B 9 1 9 7 9 M P 2 . T T 1 : 5 7 . 3 m 7 0 , 3 9 2
R E C 0 R 0 E D 1981 G P 2 ,T T 1 : 5 9 . 4 m 7 5 , 8 2 7
S U P E R  C A V 19 8 4 H P 2 , 2 : 0 1 . 1 f 4 3 , 8 4 4
0 I S T A N T  L A N D 19 8 0 G P 2 , 2 : 0 1 . 2  f 1 0 7 , 1 2 4
F R E N C H  L E A V E 1 9 7 8 G P 2 , 2 : 0 1 . 4h 3 2 6 , 6 4 9
M I L I T A R Y  M A G I C 1 9 7 9 M P 2 , 2 : 0 1 . 4  f 6 0 , 2 5 8
D E C O R A T E D  H E R O 1981 G P 2 , 2 : 0 2 . 1 f 1 7 4 , 3 7 2
M A  M A 1 9 7 8 M P2.TT2-.03 m 3 , 7 8 6
A N C H O R  M I L L E R 1981 G P 2 , 2 : 03 h 1 1 3 , 4 2 5
U N I T 1 9 7 8 G P 2 . 2 : 04 f 4 , 8 0 1
E N G - A M E R  N E D G E  K O L 19 8 0 M P 2 , 2 : 0 5 . 1m 1 9 , 6 5 6
P E R S I A N  S I L K 1 9 8 0 H P 2 , 2 : 0 5 . 1m 4 , 4 9 2
Ml C H A D 1981 G P 2 , 2 : 0 5 . 1h 5 4 , 3 1 6
M A G I C  M A T E 1 9 8 0 G P 2 . 2 : 07 h 9 0 , 0 8 7
R A P I D  M A R C H 1 9 7 8 H P 2 , 2 : 0 8  f 5 4 3
C O R T E G E 1 9 8 4 H P 2 , 2 : 0 8 . 2 h 6 , 2 4 0
M E G ' S  L U K E 1 9 8 3 M P 2 , 2 : 0 8 . 3  f 7 , 2 1 5
K O L O N A D E 1 9 7 8 M P 2 , 2 : 0 9 . 1h 8 , 1 0 2
F R E E Z E  D R I E D 1 9 7 9 G P 2 , 2 : 0 9 . 1h 2 3 , 8 1 0
M I S S  D E M E A N O R 1980 M P 2 , 2 : 0 9 . 4h 1 7 , 7 0 4
C A V A L C A D E  : T O P  F O A L S B Y 3 Y . O . R E C O R D
F O A L  N A M E Y O F
S
X 3 Y R  R E C O R D L I F E  M O N E Y
F R E N C H  L E A V E 19 7 8 G P 3 , 1 : 5 8 . 3 f 3 2 6 , 6 4 9
D E C O R A T E D  H E R O 1981 G P 3 , 1 : 5 8 . 4  f 1 7 4 , 3 7 2
E N G - A M E R  N E D G E  K O L . 1 9 8 0 M P 3 . 1 : 5 9 . 3 m 1 9 , 6 5 6
M A R A T H O N  S T A R 1 9 7 9 G P 3 , 1 : 5 9 . 4  f 1 7 3 , 8 6 2
A N C H O R  M I L L E R 1981 G P 3 , 1 : 5 9 . 4h 1 1 3 , 4 2 5
D I S T A N T  L A N D 1 9 8 0 G P 3 , 2 : 00 h 1 0 7 , 1 2 4
S U P E R  C A V 19 8 4 H P 3 , 2 : 00 h 4 3 , 8 4 4
T R U E  D U E L 1 9 7 8 H P 3 , 2 : 0 0 . 1m 1 2 4 , 1 6 4
R E V E I L L E  R E B E L 1 9 7 9 G P 3 , 2 : 0 0 . 3  f 8 5 , 2 3 1
G 0 0 0  I M P R I N T 1 9 7 9 H P 3 , 2 : 01 m 3 1 , 0 9 5
M I S S  D E M E A N O R 19 8 0 M P 3 , 2 : 01 h 1 7 , 7 0 4
J O E Y  T R A I N O R 1 9 7 9 G P 3 , 2 : 0 1 . 1m 1 3 , 5 8 2
Ml C H A D 1981 G P 3 , 2 : 01. 1 f 5 4 , 3 1 6
P H A R A O H 1 9 8 0 G P 3 , 2 : 0 1 . 2f 2 0 . 6 9 6
W O O D F O R D 197 8 H P 3 , 2 : 0 2 . 2 h 6 2 , 7 0 9
S W I F T  B R I T C H E S 1 9 7 9 M P 3 , 2 : 0 2 . 2 f 7 9 , 9 6 2
P A R A D I N G  L A D Y 1 9 7 8 M P 3 , 2 : 0 2 . 3  f 1 9 , 4 8 2
P A S S I N G  P A R A D E 1981 H P 3 , 2 : 0 2 . 3 f 1 6 , 3 6 7
W A L K A R O U N D  M O N E Y 1 9 7 8 H P 3 , 2 : 0 2 . 4h 8 0 , 2 1 2
E X E C U T I V E  P O W E R 1 9 7 9 H P 3 , 2 : 0 2 . 4h 1 0 , 1 3 5
C A V A L C A D E  : T O P  20 F O A L S B Y  E A R N N G S
F O A L  N A M E Y O F
S
X L I F E  R E C O R D L F E  M O N E Y
F R E N C H  L E A V E 1 9 7 8 G P 7 , 1 : 5 6 . 3 h 3 2 6 , 6 4 9
F A M O U S  C A D E 1980 G P 5 , 1 : 5 4 . 3 m 2 2 5 , 5 9 6
D E C O R A T E D  H E R O 1981 G P 5 , 1 : 5 7 . 2  f 1 7 4 , 3 7 2
M A R A T H O N  S T A R 1 9 7 9 G P 4 , 1 : 5 7  f 1 7 3 . 8 6 2
T R U E  D U E L 1 9 7 8 H P 7 . 1 : 5 8 . 4f 1 2 4 , 1 6 4
A N C H O R  M I L L E R 1981 G P 4 , 1 : 5 9  h 1 1 3 , 4 2 5
D I S T A N T  L A N D 198 0 G P 5 . 1 : 5 5 . 3 m 1 0 7 , 1 2 4
M A G I C  M A T E 19 8 0 G P 5 . 1 : 5 8 . 4 f 9 0 , 0 8 7
G O L D E N  E C L I P S E 1 9 7 9 G P 8 , 1 : 5 9 . 1 f 8 8 , 3 3 1
R E V E I L L E  R E B E L 1 9 7 9 G P 4 , 1 : 5 6 . 3 m 8 5 , 2 3 1
P O T E N T  F O R C E 1 9 7 8 H P 7 , 2 : 0 0 . 1 f 8 4 , 5 3 7
W A L K A R O U N D  M O N E Y 1 9 7 8 H P 4 , 1 : 5 9 . 1h 8 0 , 2 1 2
S W I F T  B R I T C H E S 1 9 7 9 M P 4 , 1 : 5 9 . 1f 7 9 , 9 6 2
R E C O R D E D 1981 G P 4 , 1 : 57 m 7 5 , 8 2 7
P R I S S Y  B B 1 9 7 9 M P 2 . T T 1 : 5 7 . 3 m 7 0 , 3 9 2
R A C I N G  V A L O R 1 9 7 8 G P 4 . 1 : 5 8 . 2 m 6 7 , 9 3 0
W O O D F O R D 1 9 7 8 H P 6 , 1 : 5 9  h 6 2 , 7 0 9
M I L I T A R Y  M A G I C 1 9 7 9 M P 4 , 2 : 0 0 . 1h 6 0 , 2 5 8
S K I P P I N G  S H A D O W 1 9 7 8 G P 6 , 2 : 0 0 . 4  f 5 7 , 5 8 7
Ml C H A D 1981 G P 6 , 1 : 5 8 . 3 f 5 4 , 3 1 6
C A V A L C A D E  : T O P  20 F O A L S B Y  R E C O R D
F O A L  N A M E Y O F
5
X L I F E  R E C O R D L F E  M O N E Y
F A M O U S  C A D E 19 8 0 G P 5 , 1 : 5 4 . 3 m 2 2 5 , 5 9 6
D I S T A N T  L A N D 19 8 0 G P 5 , 1 : 5 5 . 3 m 1 0 7 , 1 2 4
F R E N C H  L E A V E 1 9 7 8 G P 7 , 1 : 5 6 . 3 h 3 2 6 , 6 4 9
R E V E I L L E  R E B E L 1 9 7 9 G P 4 , 1 : 5 6 . 3 m 8 5 , 2 3 1
M A R A T H O N  S T A R 1 9 7 9 G P 4 , 1 : 5 7  f 1 7 3 , 8 6 2
R E C O R D E O 1981 G P 4 , 1 : 5 7  m 7 5 , 8 2 7
M E T R O  C A L 1 9 7 9 M P 5 . 1 : 5 7 . 2 m 1 8 , 6 7 9
D E C O R A T E D  H E R O 1981 G P 5 , 1 : 5 7 . 2f 1 7 4 , 3 7 2
P R I S S Y  B B 1 9 7 9 M P 2 , T T 1 : 5 7 . 3 m 7 0 , 3 9 2
R A C I N G  V A L O R 1 9 7 8 G P 4 . 1 : 5 8 . 2 m 6 7 , 9 3 0
S U P E R  C A V 1 9 8 4 H P 4 , 1 : 5 8 . 2f 4 3 , 8 4 4
M 1 C H A D 1981 G P 6 , 1 : 5 8 . 3 f 5 4 , 3 1 6
T R U E  D U E L 1 9 7 8 H P 7 , 1 : 5 8 . 4f 1 2 4 , 1 6 4
M A G I C  M A T E 1 9 8 0 G P 5 , 1 : 5 8 . 4f 9 0 , 0 8 7
W O O D F O R D 1 9 7 8 H P 6 , 1 : 5 9  h 6 2 . 7 0 9
A N C H O R „ M I L L E R 1981 G P 4 , 1 : 5 9  h 1 1 3 . 4 2 5
W A L K A R O U N D  M O N E Y 1 9 7 8 H P 4 , 1 : 5 9 . 1h 8 0 , 2 1 2
G O L D E N  E C L I P S E 1 9 7 9 G P 8 , 1 : 5 9 . 1 f 8 8 , 3 3 1
S W I F T  B R I T C H E S 1 9 7 9 M P 4 , 1 : 5 9 . 1f 7 9 , 9 6 2
E V E R Y  M O V E 1 9 7 8 M P 6 , 1 : 5 9 . 3 f 4 6 , 0 7 5
Training Center Report: 
Sunshine Meadows
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Joan iirikstad poses with the nice MEADOW EGYPTIAN, a two year 
old by Meadow Road, and groom C. Blouin.
Jim m y M arcus o f  Lew iston trains NIAZAR, a Niatross colt, at 
Sunshine Meadows.
Gary Bryant and KEYSTONE NYMPH, owned by the Charloffs o f 
Lewiston, Maine.
Chuck Connors, with two year old TEXAS FILLY owned by March 
Sugarman.
BY GARDINER PATTERSON
DELRAY BEACH, FL—Sunshine 1:56.4.
Meadows, South Florida's newest Bryant plans to take his stable to 
and most outstanding training cen- Vernon Downs and ship out of the 
ter, is the winter home for many of New York State track for the stakes. 
New England’s top trainers, drivers The Jimmy Marcus Stable, 
and horses that will be the future Lewiston, Me., has four well-bred 
stars this season in the light harness two-year-olds in training for the 
racing grand circuit stake series. stakes in New York and New Jersey.
One of the most potent stables at They are Hawk Randolph by 
Sunshine is the Lindy Farms, Seahawk Hanover -  Felicia Scott; 
Som erville, Conn., with its Innsbruck blue CHip by On the Road 
twenty-six trotting colts and fillies Again -  Inquisition ; N iazar by 
owned by Sonny Antonacci. The Nistross -  Keystone Ohio; and Spirit 
Lindy Farm boasts of such stake of Saratoga by Direct Scooter -  
trotters as the three-year-old Huggy Spirited Yankee. All of these colts 
Hanover, 1:56.4, by Florida are owned in part by the Randolph 
Pro-honey Bee Hanover, a Kentucky Stable, Inc., Bohemia, N.Y., Arthur 
Futurit winner as a two-year-old; J. Cutler, Great Neck, N.Y., and 
Somollison, a speedy trotter that is Wendell Cooper, Goshen, N.Y. 
being prepped to be shipped to Marcus plans to race out of the 
Norway this spring; also in the aged Meadowlands in New Jersey, 
ranks they have the eight-year-old Chuck Connors, Jr., Brunswick, 
Noble Gesture, owned by Robert Me., has a stable of twelve stake 
Grand and the Princely Acres, colts and fillies. Chuck, whose 
Toronto, Canada, that is a World father was the late well-known 
Record Holder on a 5/8th mile Mainer trainer and driver Charlie 
track. Connors, plans to start his racing
The Lindy Farms will make its stock at Vernon Downs; then to the 
headquarters this summer at the Meadowlands. Some of his good 
White Birch Farms, N.J., and will looking prospects are three two-year- 
race out o f there with its olds No Nuke fillies, Princess 
two-year-old stake prospects. Amanda, Dee Day and What’s Nu.
Another top New England stable These three are owned by Ralph De 
at the Center is Gary Bryant’s, who Luca and Walden Reardon, N.Y. 
calls Portland, Me., home. Bryant Chuck recently sold for Mrs. Marsha 
has sixteen young colts and fillies in Sugarman, Boston, the colt Radiant 
training. Eleven are owned by U.C. Ruler for $24,000. He also has the 
Steele, Boca Raton, FL. Some of colts Express Package, Raven Rule 
Gary’s stand-outs are the three- and Champagne Mystery owned by 
year-old Coil Collector by Sundance Murray Traub, N.Y.
Skipper -  Keystone Nymph, owned Bob Perry, Hills Beach, Biddeford, 
by richard and Cindy Charloff, Me., who was with the Messenger 
Auburn, Me.; Dear Valley three- Stable of Chicago on the Grand 
year-old by Sonsan -  Racey Raquel, Circuit as a trainer for a number of 
owned by U.C. Steele, who as a two- years, wishes to be remembered to 
year-old paced in 1:56; Natural his old friends in Maine. Perry 
Fellow by Precious Fella -  Natural along with Ted Berry is running the 
Charm, another Steele—owned pacer track kitchen this season at 
who went a mile last season in Sunshine Meadows.
Delray Beach, Florida
WONDERSON, a three year old Sonsam colt owned by U.C. Steele, 
With groom Mary Ann Molyar.
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MASS SIRE STAKES
YEARLING NOMINATION
Due: May 15 Fee: $10
HORSES NAME AGE SIRE DAM
TWO YEAR OLD:
Doe: May 15 Fee: 5100.00
THREE YEAR OLD:
Due: April 15 Fee: (200
Name: PboM No:
Street:.
Make Checks Payable To:
________________________ _________ City-State-Zip:____ ________________ ________________ _
Comm, of Mats. Dept, of Food k Agriculture,
100 Cambridge St., Bostoa, 02202_________________________
1 Must Be Paid To Remain Eligible 
1 as A Three Year Old
i HORSES NAME
J 1
MASS SIRE STAKES
Two Year Old Sustaining Paym ent 
Due: May 15 F ee: $100
AGE SIRE DAM
Gait: (F) Flily Pacer 1 
(FT) Flily Trotter 1 
(Q  Colt Pacer 1 
(CT) Colt Trotter |
GAIT |
1 2
' i
1 *
J 4
j t
| * 
| 1
| 2nd TWO YEAR OLD: 
j Doe: May IS Fee: $100.00
Name: Phone N o:-
j THREE YEAR OLD:
1 Due: April 15 Fee: S200
Street: Cltv-State-Zln?
Make Checks Payable To: M.S.B.O.A. St Send To Comm, of Mass. Dept, o f Food 4  Agriculture.
1
Must Be Paid To Remain Eligible 
u  A Three Year Old
HORSES NAME
MASS SIRE STAKES
Three Year Old Sustaining Paym ent 
Due: April 15 F ee: $200.
AGE SIRE DAM
Galt: (F) Filly Pacer 
(FT) Flily Trotter 
(C) Colt Pacer 
(CT) Colt Trotter
GAIT
TWO YEAR OLD:
Doe: May 15 Fee: 0100.00
Name: No:
THREE YEAR OLD: _  , Street:-------- ------------------------------- ---------------------- City-Stale-Zlp:------------------ ----------------- -
One: April IS Fee: $200 Blake Checks Payable To: M.S.B.O.A. A Scad To Comm, oI Mata. Dept, o f Food k A fricaltere,
’  > . - '  . - .  v C ______  * • * V '  I M  A . — a .  ■»__U ___* '  -----------
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A  c e l e b r a t i o n .
\ { o r s e p e o p l t
Sport & Recreation Conference 
Tax & Business Workshop 
Showing Conference 
Trade Press Seminar 
Owner/Breeder Symposium
Breed Association Roundtable 
Events Marketing Seminar 
Racing Conference
Association Management 
Horse Show Managers Forum
Educating Potential Sponsors 
The Horse Protection Act and You 
Horsemanship, Liability and the Law 
Horse Events from the Sponsor’s View 
Working with Import/Export Regulations 
Developing an American Horse Racing Federation 
New Revenue Sources Through Association Events
The 1989 AHC Convention 
June 11-14, 1989 
Hyatt Regency Crystal City 
Arlington, Virginia
Shared Use with Recreationists 
Simulcasting and Racing’s Future 
New Concepts in Racetrack Promotion 
Trade Press: Reporting vs. Promoting 
Getting Involved with Rails-To-Trails 
International Markets for American Horses 
The Real Economics of Owning and Selling Horses
☆  Special 20th Anniversary Celebration Social Events ☆
Join Us and Celebrate AHC’s 20th Anniversary
Early Registration: $160 (AHC Members)
$200 (Non-Members)
Name _  
Address
□  Please send more information 
on the 1989 AHC Convention
C ity------------------------------------
S ta te___________________ Zip
□  Please send information 
on AHC membership
j f |  A M I
M  ■  HOR
N fflC A N  
SE COUNCIL
1700 K St. NW Suite 300 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 296-4031
'MAINE STA
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RDBRED BREEDERS
1
T ro t Pace
I . . ..........
|
KOIt J-UAK-OI.DS 
FOR 2Y EAR-OLDS
SUSTAINING AGREEMENT TO 
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
Participating Racing Associations
Scarborough — Bangor — Skowhegan — Cumberland — Lewiston — Presque Isle—Windsor—Fryeburg—Farmington 
Kulc 1 Section 32 *’Tho-1 ear-Old Colt and (illy pacers must show line of 2:20 on gaii at time of draw.”
Sustaining Fee Due May 15 For rfrollers ail(l Pacers
Name of t n i r j
2 Year Olds $25.00 3 Year Olds $35.00
G ail Musi Be Specified
.ise separate form (or 2 year old and 3 year old —  Trotting and Pacing entries. 
Sustain only 2 and 3 year olds that were nominated or continued leb . 15
.mount enclosed $ No. Dairies
Entered bjL  
Addre*t—
Be sure that gait is specified, (kange of gait will not be allowed, if unsure or a change may become necessary, sustain to both Trot and Pace.
L’se a separate form for each. Responsibility to meet deadlines rests with owners and agents.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Maine State Harness Racing Commission Statehouse Station 28 Augusta, Maine 04333
a % % 
t % i ia % i % a %____________i
(owner er agent) | 
I I------------------- 1
«I------------------- 1
s « t I * t % * t I %
s
\IIt«It«%•%%IItJ
birthdate. | 
» t «-------------------------------- 1
«t%---------------------»
%i____________ n««I___ ________ «»«
YEARLING NOMINATION TO 
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
Nominating Deadline May 15
Maine State Harness Racing Commission Rule 1, Section 32
A yearling nomination payment of $5.00 shall be due on all Maine Sired colts & fillies by May ISth of the year following the first
Yearling* Name Sire D a -
Nominalrd Bv: Address !
Make Checks payable to: Maine State Harness Racing Commission State House Station No. 28 Augusta, Maine 04333
IIO K nLS > A \U .
1 _________
2  ------
3  ____
4 ___
5 ----------- -----------
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Yearling Nominations- Payment hue: M ay 15 Fee-$25.00
S IR E  & l)AU
Make Checks Pay able To N.E. Sll.KV CHAMPIONSHIP 
c/o Robert Ferland Box 799 Berwick, Me. 03901 
Don’t Forget To Register Your Mares 
Payment Due: Sept. IS 
Fee-$15.00 Each
Signature
Addreu
Pkone
. f
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
'Maine’s Summer Showplace,f
Opening With 
An Expanded Late Closing 
Program and Approximately 
$150,000 in Purses for ’’Special Dates.”
It will soon be Qualifying Time at Scarborough Downs.
U074e etuup nszctrty 4Aould ve
SCARBOROUGH
t
D ' O *W  * N  ' S
